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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Voices melodies among the rocks

The place of the concert can be reached ascending from
Moena to S. Pellegrino pass by car and thence on foot
for around 40 minutes towards the hollow of Fuciade
(picture). Arrived at Fuchiade refuge, continue towards
Cirelle Pass for about 40 minutes more.

The beautiful peaks of Val di Fassa create a
special mouthpiece for the coral mountain tracks
of "Ciantie sot nescie crepe – Canti tra le rocce".
This is the title of the suggestive concert that
takes place today at 10.30 a.m. in the
panoramic localty "La Tascia", near the
wonderful hollow of Fuciade on San Pellegrino.
Protagonist of the event is the Enrosadira choir
from Moena (born in 1981), composed by
around 40 members, directed by Barbara
Pedrotti, whose repertoire contains the most
famous tracks of mountain and folk tradition, but
also many touching Ladin tracks. At the end of
the performance, a commemoration Mass will
be celebrated at 11.30 a.m. for the Fallen of the
Great War in what is a very important place, as it
was one of the war frontline in Fassa.

Cheers in the refuge
Pozza di Fassa
All day long – Taramelli refuge. Tasting of wines
from regional wineries in the characteristic frame of
Taramelli, that can be reached from the village along
Val S.Nicolò by car to Pian de l’Ancona car park and
thence on foot, along the forest road and path n. 603
(1,45 h).

Music band sounds
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 p.m. – Events pavilion, Ischia. Parade of the
music band E. Deflorian from Tesero from the
square through the town-centre followed by a

Dancing under the light of the stars
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 p.m. - Piaz de Vich square. Dancing night with
waltz, polka, mazurka, tango and more, proposed by
"Marco e Daniele".

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

From Pozza to the green
grazing of Val Jumela

"Haute Route Dolomites" pedals
in Fassa

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the centre of Meida in Pozza di Fassa,
reach the lower station of the lifts and take the
cable car that brings you quickly to Pian del
Buffaure (2050 m). From here, go eastward on
path n. 613 that follows the southern ridge of
Buffaure, reaching the highest altitude on the
summit of Sas D’Adam (2430 m) from where
you can enjoy a wonderful view on the different
groups of the Dolomites of Val di Fassa. The
track goes slightly down to reach Sella Brunech
(2428 m – 1,45 h). Continue going down along
the green Val Jumela, where you can see the
cattle pasturing, first along path n. 644 and then
on a mule track that brings to the picturesque
hamlet of Pera (2,45 hrs). In about 20 minutes
more, along the easy valley track, you can go
back to Pozza.

More than 400 participants (46 women and 364
men, of which 14 Italians) to "Haute Route
Dolomites – Swiss Alps 2014", the 7-leg run
between Italy and Switzerland from 16th
(starting from Conegliano) to 22nd of August
(arriving in Geneva), cross Fassa by bike today.
The bikers, after the prologue for the Feast of
the Assumption in Venice, face this morning the
second leg from Cortina to Merano, arriving in
Fassa (streets closed to traffic from 8.20 a.m. to
around 9.15 a.m.), from Passo Pordoi and
passing then through Canazei and along the
valley to Vigo, where they have to climb again to
Passo Costalunga. Some segments will see the
participation of famous bikers like Eros Poli
(Olympic Champion at L.A. 1984) and Maurizio
Fondriest (Road World Champion in 1988).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
After 1808 the Bavarian Kingdom, that included Val di Fassa as well, a hard fight began against the
church, that had dominated until few time before, together with the principality of Bressanone and
Trento. Several cloisters and monasteries were closed, and the use of bells was forbidden in some
ceremonies. But above all it was forbidden to play the Hail Mary, that farmers used to hear while
working in the fields, on the grazing or in the woods and that, especially for those who were working
far from the belfries, marked a specific moment of the day, with habits and ancient traditions.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

18/08/2014 (8.30 a.m.)
In the loggers’ world. Booking at Sport
Check Point (excursion against
payment).
Moena

18/08/2014 (5.00 p.m.)
Workshop for adults, introducing the
geology of Val di Fassa: Monzoni.
Vigo di Fassa
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